Bulgaria: Fundraising for 370,000 euros MS rehabilitation robot

The Bulgarian MS Society is promoting a fundraising initiative to purchase a costly but much needed device for ‘complete rehabilitation of the body’. Read more.

Portugal: MS simulation gadgets in national Parliament

The Portuguese MS Society marked their 32nd anniversary by bringing MS simulation kits into the national Parliament to make elected officials better understand multiple sclerosis. Read more.

Highlights of 2016 MS research. 2017 preview

The MS International Federation (MSIF) and the UK MS Society have captured the highlights of 2016 MS research in two short reports published this January. The articles also contain previews of 2017 developments in the field. Read more.
Slovakia: National rehabilitation centre to open in 2018

Local funding of 200,000 euros will contribute to the development of the country's first multifunctional MS rehabilitation centre which is to open next year. Read more.

Registration deadline - EPF Summer Training for Young Patients:
3 February 2017

The European Patients' Forum (EPF) organises a three-day training programme for young patients around the theme *Overcoming Discrimination*. The training will take place between 3 and 5 July, in Vienna, Austria. Read more.

European Commission publishes guide on biosimilar medicines

The eight pages document is written in a Q&A reader-friendly format and is available to download in seven European languages: English, French, German, Italian, Polish, Portuguese and Spanish. Read more.

Global MS fundraising initiative:
How to get involved

*Kiss Goodbye to MS* is a global community of people involved in raising money for vital MS research. This campaign was initiated by the Multiple Sclerosis International Federation (MSIF). Read more.